
1. Setion 1.1, Problem 3Reall that an equation is linear homogeneous if you an add two solutions and get another.A good way to hek for this is simply to see wether or not the equation involves any multi-pliations or non-linear funtions of the solution (or its derivatives), and to hek if zero is asolution. If zero is a solution, and there are no nonlinear terms, then the equation is linearhomogeneous.If the equation ontains no non-linear terms, but has some kind of non-zero foring term,then it is linear inhomogeneous. For example:�tu� k�2xu = f(x; t) ;is linear inhomogeneous.Nonlinear equations involve multipliations or non-linear equations of the solution. A goodexample is: �2t u� �2xu = sin(u) :(1) Linear Inhomogeneous. Here �1 (bringing it to the right hand side) is a \foringterm".(2) Linear Homogeneous. You an add two solutions and zero is a solution.(3) Nonlinear. The term uux is nonlinear.(4) Linear Inhomogeneous. Here �x2 (bringing it to the right hand side) is a \foringterm".(5) Linear Homogeneous. You an add two solutions and zero is a solution.(6) Nonlinear. Many nonlinear terms here.(7) Linear Homogeneous. Just a transport equation.(8) Nonlinear. The term p1 + u is learly non-linear.2. Setion 1.1, Problem 4This is easy. The point is that the equation Lu is linear. Therefore:L(u� w) = Lu�Lw ;= g � g = 0 :3. Setion 1.2, Problem 1Here the harateristi equation is (in (t; x) oordinates):dxdt = 32 ;1



2with general solution x = 32 t+ C. Thus, the general solution u(x; t) looks like:u(x; t) = F (x� 32 t) :If when t = 0 we want u(x; 0) = sin(x), then we need to hoose F (�) = sin(�). Therefore, ourspei� solution is just: u(x; t) = sin(x� 32 t) :Setion 1.2, Problem 3We'll skip the drawings here. The harateristi ODE is:dydx = 11 + x2 ;to whih the general solution is y = artan(x) + C. Thus, the general solution is:u(x; y) = F �y � artan(x)� :The interesting thing here is that the harateristis get trapped in horizontal strips if width�, beause of the bounds ��2 6 artan(x) 6 �2 . Also, the orret way to pose initial onditionsfor this problem would be at x = 0 but not at y = 0.Setion 1.2, Problem 5Here the harateristi equation is the ODE:dydx = 11� x2 ;with general solution y = arsin(x) + C. Thus, the general solution is:u(x; y) = F �y � arsin(x)� :We an pik the branh of arsin(x) suh that arsin(0) = 0. Thus, if u(0; y) = y we musthave F (�) = �. Thus, our spei� solution is:u(x; y) = y � arsin(x) :Setion 1.3, Problem 1For these derivations we'll be a bit skethy. Reall that the equation for the string withoutfrition was derived from the linearized balane law (F =ma) on eah interval [a; b℄ (a is notthe aeleration here): F = Tuxjba = Z ba �uttdx = ma :



3Now, the point to the frition is that its a fore whih is proportional to the veloity, and goesin the opposite diretion of motion (the faster the motion the more the frition). Therefore,we need to add a term like: Ffrition = � Z ba utdx ;where  > 0 is a onstant with the orret dimensions that is meant to give the amount offrition per unit length per unit veloity. Thus, our new balane law looks like:Ftotal = Fint + Ffrition = Tuxjba � Z ba utdx = Z ba �uttdx = ma :Here Fint is the old \internal" fore oming from tension in the string. Combining all of theseterms on one side, and using the fundamental theorem of alulus as before, we arrive at thebalane law: Z ba (�utt � Tuxx + ut)dx = 0:Sine this must be true for every interval [a; b℄ in the string length, we must have:�utt � Tuxx + ut = 0 :Setting r = ��1 and 2 = ��1T as usual, this may be written as:utt + rut � 2uxx = 0 :4. Setion 1.3, Problem 3This is just a modi�ation of the heat equation on a line segment. Reall that in the usualsituation, the heat ow was omputed via the balane law:ddtH(t) = ddt Z ba u dx = kuxjba = fk times ux aross boundaryg :In this situation, there will also be a hange in the heat aross the segment [a; b℄ due to heatexhange with the surrounding medium (at temp T0). This heat hange per unit time isomputed as follows: fheat exhange on [a; b℄g = � Z ba (u� T0) dx :That is, the heat exhange is proportional (here  > 0) to the total temperature di�erene onthis interval. The onstant  is omputed in terms of the material, and we won't bother withthat here. The new balane law is:ddt Z ba u dx = kuxjba � Z ba (u� T0) dx :



4Combining all of these terms on one side, and using the fundamental theorem of alulus asbefore, we have the zero balane law:Z ba �ut � kuxx + (u� T0)� dx :Sine [a; b℄ is arbitrary, we have that u obeys the equation:ut = kuxx � (u� T0) :5. Setion 1.3, Problem 9This is a diret appliation of the divergene theorem. One readily omputes that:r � F = 5r2 ;therefor its integral is:Z Z Zr6ar � Fdx = Z 2�0 Z �0 Z a0 5r2 sin(�)r2drd�d� ;= 4� Z a0 5r4dr ;= 4�a5 :Also, on the boundary at r = a one omputes that the outward unit normal is n = bx =(x=r; y=r; z=r). Furthermore, you will reall that the area element on a sphere radius r = a isdS = a2 sin(�)d�d�. Thus, we have that:Z Zr=a bx � F dS = Z 2�0 Z �0 a3 a2 sin(�)d�d� ;= 4�a5 :Of ourse this is what we had from before.6. Setion 1.4, Problem 1We have uxx(x; 0) = 2. Hene we an try u(x; t) = x2 + f(t) with ut(x; t) = f 0(t). Hene2 = uxx(x; 0) = f 0(0). Chek that u(x; t) = x2 + 2t is a solution. Remark: For the generalsolution, see Setion 2.4, Problem 9.7. Setion 1.4, Problem 3With insulating boundary onditions, one has that dHdt = 0 where H(t) is the total heatontent: H(t) = Z
 u(x; t) dx :



5It is a fat that in this kind of situation, the funtion u(x; t) will beome onstant as t!1(we will atually prove this later for the simple ase of a line segment 
 = [a; b℄). Therefore,let: T0 = limt!1u(x; t) ;be the steady state temperature. Thus, we have that:limt!1H(t) = Z
 T0 dx = T0 � j
j :Here j
j denotes the volume of the domain 
. But H(t) is a onstant, so if we set f(x) =u(x; 0) to be the initial temperature distribution, then we have:H(t) = Z
 f(x) dx :Therefore, we must have that: T0 = 1j
j Z
 f(x) dx :That is, the steady state temperature is simply the average of the initial temperature distri-bution. Put another way, the heat ow untion u(x; t) onverges to its (initial) average ast!1. 8. Setion 2.1: Problem 2Just plug into the solution formula for initial value problems of the wave equation to getu(x; t) = 12(log(1 + (x+ t)2) + (log(1 + (x� t)2) + 12 Z x+tx�t 4 + sds == 12(log(1 + (x+ t)2) + log(1 + (x� t)2)) + 4t+ tx. 9. Setion 2.1: Problem 5Sorry, my omputer graphing is rudimentary. Here are just the major points for �ndingthe solution. I did it a little bit more general. If you do not like this, just plug in one ofthe values of t as indiated in the book, and go through the ase desribed below for whihit applies. As indiated in the book, u(x; t) is equal to the length of the intersetion of theintervals [�a; a℄ \ [x� t; x+ t℄, divided by 2. We observe from this the following:(a) u(x; t) = 0 if the intersetion is empty, i.e. if a < x � t or �a > x + t, i.e. ifjxj > ja+ tj.(b) The length of the intersetion an be at most equal to the length of [�a; a℄ = 2a.Hene u(x; t) � 2a=2 = a=.



6 () The maximum value in (b) an only be obtained, if [�a; a℄ � [x � t; x + t℄. Theseond interval has length 2t, hene this is possible only if 2t � 2a, i.e. if t � a=and if x� t � �a and x+ t � a. Hene we have u(x; t) = a= if a� t � x � t� a(if t > =a).(d) If t > =a, we have seen that u(x; t) = 0 for jxj > ja + tj, by (a), and u(x; t) = a=if jxj < jt � aj, by (). Sketh this part of the graph! It remains to show thatthe missing bits of the graph are given by straight lines. Chek for yourself that forjt� aj < jxj < jt+ aj the length of [�a; a℄ \ [x� t; x+ t℄ is equal to ja+ tj � jxj(onsider the ases x > 0 and x < 0 separately). Conlude that for t�a < x < t+awe have u(x; t) = (�x+ a+ t)=2.(e) Show that for t < =a the maxium value of u(x; t) is equal to t (this happens whenever[x � t; x + t℄ � [a; a℄). Determine as before for whih values x the maximum valuean be obtained, and for whih values of x the funtion u(x; t) = 0, in this ase.If you want to see skethes, ask me in lass or the TA in setion.


